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As an architect, in addition to the professional and research activities in 
the field of housing, urban planning and sustainable development, has 
participated to numerous  national and international competitions of 
architecture: 
international competition for the Library of Alexandria of Egypt (1989), 
the Acropoli's museum of Athens (1990), the Congress Centre Italy-Eur 
(1998), the City of the School of Sarno (1999), Transformation of the 
area of S. Lorenzo in Rome (2000), New Masterplan of Crotone (2000, 
project awarded), competition Rione Rinascimento in Rome (2002, 
special mention), the Archaeological Park in Cerveteri (2003), 
Sustainable Design in Centocelle (2004, first prize), “Innovation in 
Architecture and Heritage” promoted by Association des Centres 
culturels de Rencontre, Avignon (2008, winning project and  rewarded 
by the french Minister of Culture).  

Founder member of Archabout - "European mediterranean laboratory 
of studies and production transnational and transdisciplinary" an italian 
association that deals with cultural production, research and training in 
different fields of artistic culture contemporary: architecture, theatre 
and visual arts.



Architecture: Projects



Project of New Berlin Politeknik at Anhalter Bahnhof, 1998



Project of New Berlin Politeknik at Anhalter Bahnhof, 1998



International Competition: Centro Congressi Italia EUR, Rome 1998



Competition: “I ponti per il Giubileo 2000” 
for pedestrian bridges in Rome - 1998



Competition: sustainable design in Centocelle for 
a pedestrian bridge (First Prize) Rome, 2004



Architecture: Realization



  Design of  residential complex “Tuberosa” for n. 138 flats
Ponte di Nona – Rome 2004



  Design of  residential complex “Tuberosa” for n. 138 flats
Ponte di Nona – Rome 2004



  Residential complex “Tuberosa” Ponte di Nona – Rome 2004



  Residential complex “Azalea” 
in Ponte di Nona – Rome 2002



  Design of structures, residential complex “Azalea” 
for n. 80 flats in Ponte di Nona – Rome 2003



Residential building “Rosa 2000” in Ponte di 
Nona - Rome, 2001



  Project Design of road network for housing complex “Prato Smeraldo” 
(56 acres, 800 residential units), Rome 2008



 Virtual Architecture Design on Second Life for Temple University USA, 2008



Urbanism



Urban design competition: Masterplan of Crotone 2000 (project rewarded)



Urban design: Piano quadro di aggregazione (Masterplan) 
Trevignano Romano (Rome) 2007



  Map of “historical models of territory” – Cirter SIT Calabria project funded 
by MIUR - Italian Ministry of University and Scientific Research, 2003/06



  Map of “Class of territory” - PON Cirter–SIT Calabria, project funded 
by MIUR - Italian Ministry of University and Scientific Research, 2003/06



CNR project: “Operative individuation of Altera Forma Urbis principle upon 
Rome’s urban structure”, University La Sapienza, Rome 2001/04



  Ph.D in Urban Sustainable Development – Map of residential housing 
in Urban and Metropolitan Central Districts of Rome, 2002/06



  Ph.D in Urban Sustainable Development – Map of housing in 
East Metropolitan Districts of Rome, 2002/06



Scenarchitecture



ScenArchitecture  is a neologism to redefine the relationship between the 
disciplines of architecture and scenography, that have always dealt with the 
management of the space, real and virtual.

The aim is to make react the methodology of architecture with the vision of 
set design linked to poetic sensitivity of theater; this allows to go beyond the 
limits of both disciplines going inside unexplored territories.

Starting from a critical reading of social space, to the physical transformation 
of territory, theatre can be used as a poetic instrument of knowledge, of 
participation and re-elaboration of matters that involve the city and its 
inhabitants. 

Scenarchitecture is thus intended as an instrument to intervene on the reality, 
to express inner/hidden vocations, to perform representative peculiarity, to 
investigate the theatrical reality beyond the role of the performance, its 
value of deep human action, therefore, its potential function also in 
architecture and urban design.



“Haka Science” - Urban Theatre 
performance for European 

Researcher’s Night 
funded by E.U.

Piazza di Spagna, Rome 2011



“Slipguerrilla” - Urban Theatre 
performance during the 
Safer Internet Day 2011 

For  Save the Children Italia
Piazza del Popolo, Roma 2011



“Not a Dream” - Guerrilla Theatre performance
Facoltà di Architettura Valle Giulia, Roma 2010



European Researcher’s Night, Settimana della Scienza, Frascati (Roma) 2010



Urban research Exhibition: “Segni Percorsi”
Festival Teatri di Vetro 3, Roma 2009



Urban research project: “Tramandala” 
Mapping of Ostiense for Festival Teatri di Vetro 3, 
Rome 2009



Urban theatre performance: “Tramandala” 
Festival Teatri di Vetro 3, Roma 2009



Multimedia Exhibition: 
“Killers - Sguardi da 
dentro”, LAC studio, 
Roma 2008



International Workshop/contest: 
Innovation in Architecture 

and Heritage 
“Entre Marte et Marie”, (First Prize)

La Chartreuse de Villeneuve 
d'Avignon, France 2008



International Workshop/contest:  “Entre Marte et Marie”, (First Prize)
La Chartreuse de Villeneuve d'Avignon, France 2008



Urban project: “Live City” at Festival Culture Giovani, Salerno 2008



Urban project: “Live City” at Festival Culture 
Giovani, Salerno 2008



Performance: “EuridicE” - Rampa Prenestina, Roma 2008



Performance: “EuridicE” - Rampa Prenestina, Roma 2008



Multi-dimensional performance: “@nts” Sala Petruccioli, Rome 2007 



“@nts” Multi-dimensional 
performance, version 
on Second Life, 
Villa Adriana Isle, 2007 



Urban theatre: “Mandala Architettonico” 
Festival Teatro Urbano, Roma 2007



Urban theatre performance: “Labirinti Con_temporanei” 
Festival Teatro Urbano, Roma 2006



Angelo Mai International Workshop, 
University of RomaTre - Argiletum, 
Roma 2006



Set design Master Thesis



From 2005 to 2011 Adjunct Professor of Scenografia (Set design course) at the 
Faculty of Architecture Valle Giulia of the University of Rome "La Sapienza". 
Alongside didactic activities, is the research in the field of performing arts and 
ScenArchitecture, with more than 50 degree projects in Set Design. 
 
Since more than half a century the space of set design invades the buildings, 
the town, its streets and squares, wherever the work of man has limited the 
"empty" spaces, has created enclosed spaces.

ScenArchitecture lives when the theater comes out the theatre buildings to 
become "Architecture-theatre", "Urban-theatre“, “Landscape-theatre”; in this 
case the Place, intended as a complex of space and social relationships 
(Genius Loci), may not be considered only a simple "container" , nor reduced 
to subject/object of the scene. 

The Place must become a founding role, necessary other than unique, 
characterizing and bringing life to the substance of a theatre text.



PARIS - BASSIN DEL LA VILLETTE 
CANAL DE L'OURCQ
By Annachiara Eliseo

"Helen" is a performance 
inspired by the life of Helen 
Hessel, Henri-Pierre Roche, 
Franz Hessel and the history of 
their literary alter ego, Jules, 
Jim and Kathe.



The show runs along the route 
of the Canal de l'Ourcq Paris 
recounting the sights and ex-
industrial buildings that will soon 
be destroyed forever by new 
urban planning of Paris.



"The Wizard of Oz" by L. Frank 
Baum, is a performance within 
the space of the impressive 
archaeological monument of the 
Terme of Caracalla, which are 
used as a succession of stage 
"quinte". 

ROMA - Terme di Caracalla
"The Wizard of Oz"

by: Stefania Fantilli 



A scenic machine is housed 
within the heart of the 
monument and illuminated 
using the structures that 
supported the great central 
vault. 



ROMA - Terme di 
Caracalla

"Percorsi di una 
metamorfosi" 
inspired by Ovid's 
Metamorphoses

By: Rosita Longo

A performance  through the 
suggestive spaces of the 
excavations of Ostia Antica, 
where the natural scenery, 
highlighted by a clever lighting 
is supported by scenic elements 
inspired to the same floor plans 
of surrounding Roman buildings. 
 





Thanks for your attention


